Dental Inlay Penticton
There are quite a few oral health care professionals that favor custom fabricated dental restorations over the significantly less
conservative crowns (caps). Functionally and aesthetically these oral health restorations are effective as these can be used in
place of the more traditional dental fillings to deal with tooth decay and other structural damage while resembling your natural
tooth colour. Also referred to as indirect fillings, they offer a tight-fitting, more powerful, and longer lasting solution to tooth decay.
Traditional fillings are distinctive in one respect though. They can be molded in place at some stage in your dental visit, while
custom fabrications must be designed in a dental laboratory prior to being located in a tooth.
The Inlay type restoration is created by means of bonding material within the inside of the tooth, while an Onlay type restoration
may also includes the renovation of one or more cusps of the total biting surface of a tooth.
The benefits to using indirect fillings could also Custom fabricated fillings will offer benefits that include:
Preserving Enamel and Excellent Choice for Patients with Moderate Decay
Conservative Inlay and Onlay fillings only necessitate a minimal amount of preparation which can help recover healthy tooth
enamel and dentin. This supplies patients with little or average tooth decay an added option over composite resin or silver
amalgam fillings
Does Not Discolour
custom fabricated fillings will not discolour as quick as composite resin fillings
Ensures Functional Longevity
Minimal preparations for personalized dental fillings means that only the necessary amounts of tooth structure will need to be
disturbed, while making certain their functional longevity is retained on the damaged or decayed areas of the tooth.
Minimal Preparation will make them Less difficult to Clean
Teeth might be less complicated to clean because the preparation needed for personalized dental fillings is minimal. The edges
are all molded for a secure fit and will not shrink or wither over time. Conversely, composite resin fillings might get smaller during
the curing process.
Secure Fit Discourages Harmful Bacterias
If you happen to have a dental cavity in between your teeth, an Inlay could be suggested over a direct composite filling. Inlays are
far better at sealing teeth and discouraging harmful bacteria, simpler and easier to clean, and will not discolour over time.
Strength and Stability
The materials used for personalized fillings are extremely durable and offer a stable, superior fit that will ultimately strengthen
damaged or decayed teeth
Does Not Entail Full Remodeling
An Onlay can work to protect the weaker areas of a tooth and the treatment options will not need the full remodeling or reshaping
of the tooth.
Customized fillings can be formed from ceramic, gold, or composite resin materials. The difference between them is in the
appearance of the finished product.
Your dentist might discuss the best restorative material to use for your filling. The best choice for overall functioning will be the
gold restoration, though they are not always aesthetically pleasing. Ceramic Inlays and Onlays offer the best choice where
aesthetics are a concern and are favored when used on the front teeth or anyplace that is visible when smiling. Composite resin
materials might offer the best option for patients who clench or grind their teeth or individuals with a misaligned bite.
Custom fabricated fillings are stable dental restorations that will last for a long period of time.

